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CENTARA GRAND HOTEL DOHA

The true essence of Thai hospitality has arrived to complement Doha’s fascinating blend of local traditions 
and blooming business innovation - the new Centara Grand Hotel Doha, set in the heart of West Bay, adjacent to 
Doha’s breezy Corniche. 

The hotel is a modern oasis of calm and luxury that perfectly combines the best of business and leisure in spectacular style.



REDEFINING UNDERSTATED LUXURY

Ideal for a family retreat or longer stays, our rooms, suites and apartments offer 
gorgeously opulent accommodation in a modern and fresh urban style complete 
with the benefit of the natural light. You’re free to relax amid idyllic living spaces 
featuring dramatic floor-to-ceiling windows, while apartments have separate 
lounge area and dining room with its own bathroom, complete with kitchen that 
houses an oven, microwave, fridge and freezer, and laundry facilities. There’s also 
a range of family-friendly features, such as multiple bedroom units and the two-and 
three-bedroom apartments  also feature a maid’s room with separate shower. 
Complimentary wireless internet access is available in all guestrooms.





You can also opt for the superior experience of our Club-level accommodation, which comes with exclusive benefits and extra services that 
will make your entire stay effortless and elegant, including a private check-in and checkout, discounts and special offers at our spa, 
and access to the Club Lounge where three meal presentations are served daily.







A GLOBAL CULINARY INDULGENCE

Centara Grand Hotel Doha boasts for its gloriously indulgent delicacies, offering a myriad of 
options for dining, with a taste palette that spans the globe from East to West.





A SELECTION OF FINE DINING

Spurred by the global popularity of Thai cuisine, 
Centara’s own signature Suan Bua restaurant 
is making its debut in the region. 
European and mouth-watering Far Eastern cuisines, 
with all of the intoxicating spices of the Orient, 
are all on offer at Global Kitchen, a magnificent 
all-day dining venue. Antoinette’s, a gourmet 
café and patisserie offers freshly-brewed 
coffee, fine teas and freshly-baked cakes, 
which can be enjoyed on the outdoor terrace. 
Mayfair Grill, a classically sophisticated 
restaurant, serves artisanal grilled meats and 
fresh seafoods with exquisite dry-aged meats. 
Shimmer, the rooftop entertainment venue 
serves tempting platters of mezze and
tapas along with the mesmerising views 
of the desert sky through the retractable roof.





SUBLIME RELAXATION

The hotel offers something for all travellers, with a rooftop swimming pool plus 
shaded chill out area, a children’s pool and sundeck area, a retail boutique shop
and full beauty salon services, complemented with Centara’s luxurious SPA Cenvaree 
which forms part of a large entertainment zone across the 29th and 30th floors. 

The spa blends contemporary Thai-style interiors with the region’s traditional 
therapeutic ingredients and practices to create a sumptuous South East Asian 
spa experience. The spa complex also contains a secret sanctuary of private, 
deluxe treatment suites where you can lose yourself to bliss including relaxation 
pod areas for both single and couples, discreet male and female facilities, 
private Hammams, complete wet areas with steam room, saunas and plunge pools, 
making the hotel the ideal destination for private or group pampering.





A MEMORABLE EVENT

The hotel is the ideal venue for all and any type of marvellously memorable gathering, with perfect spaces for meeting, seminar, 
celebration or convention. The versatile 574-metre ballroom, Almas, can accommodate up to 700 people complemented with 
great natural lights plus its own atmospheric terrace, making it a brilliant wedding venue and can be also divided into two smaller 
venues, each with their own separate entrance. 

The fully-equipped intermediate meeting room on the third floor can accommodate up to 100 people and features 
a breakout area, and there is also a spacious pre-function area plus fully-equipped business centre for all and any corporate 
or administrative requirements.





Treat yourself to the epitome of luxurious Thai-style hospitality complemented with endless dining, shopping and beautiful views of the city 
or Doha Corniche, and the perfect place to experience it all is the Centara Grand Hotel Doha.

Whether your trip is for business or leisure, you will have a comfortable and distinctive experience.
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